ABSTRACT This paper describes a structure and soft finger model of digital hand for real-time dexterous manipulation. From investigations of human dexterous manipulation by using high speed camera, the structure and skin conditions of digital hand are defined. To evaluate our model, bar spinning as dexterous manipulation is adopted. Comparing manipulations with human hand and digital hand, we discuss its effectiveness and problems of our model.
Introduction
A lot of significant works on digital hand have been studied very well, mainly in the field of robot hands, VR (Virtual Reality) applications or ergonomics on grasping objects.
The required specifications for robot hands are determined to attain a specialized function to work such as grasping equipments, digging ground, holding human and so on [1] . The structures of robot hand are designed so as to ensure stable grasping. To do this, the forces on grasping are represented as form closure, force closure and active closure on contact area between robot hand and an object [2] - [4] . However, the forces are just available in the case of fixed grasping, not in the case of dexterous manipulation such as moving object on hands. A study on moving object with multifingered robot hand [5] was shown, but it does not attain a dexterous manipulation.
One of the frequently missed features in VR applications is the presence of a realistic hand model. The hand model is often too simple, or more frequently absent in the virtual environment. Especially, the hand model has no function to calculate physical effects in virtual environments, so autonomous grasping or manipulating hardly be attained.
In studies of the ergonomics on grasping objects, the surface shape of objects to be fitted to grasping, considering the hand forming [6] , have been discussed. From the consideration of the closures, the precise hand model was developed to evaluate shape of an object in a proper sense of the goodness to be suitable for grasping [7] . Those analyses are for static situation in grasping, not for dynamical operating. The consideration for the dynamical operating is managed as active closure [8] - [10] . But, the qualitative consideration was merely stated, the rigorous technical investigation has not been shown. Dexterous manipulation on a hand-centric classification is described in [?, Bullock2013] This work considers the relationship between the shape of hand and grasping force, but not dynamical manipulation of objects.
Significance of the development of digital hand is very useful for the industrial design. In industrial design, it it important to know the dynamics when operating the tools. Up to now, the important issue of ordinary industrial design is to keep safe operation, so the tools should be designed so as to prevent away from the hand. However the tools fixed on human hand is not be suitable for dexterous manipulation, even though the hand moves. From this, we have considered on a model of digital hand to enable dexterous manipulation [11] - [12] . However, this digital hand does not have a soft skin attain real-time manipulation for various objects.
In this work, we describes a structure and soft finger model of digital hand for real-time dexterous manipulation. First of all, let us consider the requirement of digital hand to be able to perform real-time dexterous manipulation. Human hand is able to perform dexterous operation for an object or an equipment such as kneading clay for chinas, tying string, spinning bar and so on. The requirements to investigate those dexterous operation are described below;
[i] To realize the dexterous manipulation, the DoFs (Degree of Freedoms) of digtal hand is nearly set to one of the real human hand(roughly 16-22 DoFs) [13] .
[ii] The operation method of dexterous motion like human hand motion with collision calculation in real time is established.
[iii] Soft finger consists of soft skin and hard body as bone mimicking a human finger, the reason why we adopt this structure will be discussed later.
This paper shows the advanced development of the digital hand for coping with [i] - [iii] . As for [i], investigating the bone structure of human hand, the joint of digital hand is designed. As for [ii], we have employed partiallyreal and partially-simulated scheme to evaluate grasping and object shapes into our digital hand. It is operated by a user wearing a data glove which sends pose data of the hand to a computer running the dynamics simulation involving the digital hand and objects to be evaluated.
With regard to [iii], we have investigated the deformation of human finger as bar rotating around it by using high speed camera. From this, the degree of deformation will be reflected in the design of soft finger, and we introduced ODE (Open Dynamics Engine ) [14] and BP ( Bullet Physics ) [15] to realize rigid body and soft finger of hand. This software can calculate collision phenomenon in virtual space, so is suitable for our puropos. To evaluate our model, bar spinning as dexterous manipulation is adopted. Comparing manipulations with human hand and digital hand, we discuss its effectiveness and problems of our model.
Digital Hand Model
To define the structure of digital hand, some investigation on preceding studies are discussed.
The classification of operation of hand is explained according to the research [16] . It classified movements of hand into six types defined by the combination of
• Does finger bend ?
• Does the adjoined finger mutually touch ?
• Does the tip of a finger touch the palm ?
• Do the finger and the palm form the circle ?
Furthermore, the hand operation corresponding to the six types are defined by the following;
• Maintenance of objects and weight hold with close fingers • Weight hold with open fingers • Pushing moving of object and object hold
To realize movements described above is not only depend on the DoFs of each fingers, but also the hand arches, transverse arch and longitudinal arch. The arches, which is palm bending, enable grasp object in complex shape as wrapping it. Next, a bar spinning motion is adopted to investigate the motion mechanism of human hand performing dexterous manipulation by observing with a high-speed camera, whose sampling rate is 500 fps (frame per second) as shown in Fig. 1 . At the beginning in Fig. 1 (a) , the bar is retained by thumb, index finger and middle finger as shown in giving sufficient angular velocity to the bar for the rotation by the three fingers. Then, the bar begins to turn and rotates around the index finger, which is set in horizontal position. From this investigation, we design the DoFs of thumb is two and the Dofs of other fingers, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, and little finger is one, which is different real one as shown in Fig. [17] . The Dofs of thumb allow us to design a palm as the rigid body, not needed to be soft body, because two DoFs of thumb is able to form arches. From the consideration, the hand model we have developed is shown in Fig. 3 . Then, the hand model we have developed has 16 DoFs, this satisfies [i] . Note that the all componets, fingers and palm, are designed as rigid body. To investigate the dynamical situation in the case of the hand model operating an object, ODE as a dynamics simulation library is introduced to build up the model in Fig. 3 . The hand model has surface shape data to perform simulation of contacts with other objects in the simulation space. Rendering of the 3-dimensional computer graphics of the simulated world is performed to visually check the performance and for the operator of the hand model (figure 4) . Physical properties of the surface, i.e. friction and elasticity, are configurable for grasping.
Real-Time Hand Operation in Dynamics
Simulation Space
This section describes how to operate the digital hand in real-time to realize deterous manipulation. ODE has two The dynamics simulation space contains the ground, arm, hand model, and under-evaluation objects. The ground is a flat plane under the other objects and coincides with the xy plane of the coordinate system of the space.
The user is able to operate the hand in real-time, using the data glove and the keyboard (Fig. 5) . According to the movement of hand and arm, collisions between objects are detected and then contact points and forces between hand model and the object are calculated. And, the digital hand is able to grasp and pick up the object (figure 5) in the dynamics simulation space.
The user also observes whether the shape of the object grasped by the hand is effective for avoiding unintended drops of the object. Consequently, [ii] is satisfied and this is superior to [18] from points of view of real time operation and corresion detection.
In simulations, shapes of the under-evaluation objects are loaded into the dynamics simulation space when performing evaluation. These shapes are designed using 3D modeling software and stored in data files before simulations. The simulation also involves other properties of the objects such as friction coefficients of the surface and elasticity. These properties are also configurable for simula- 
Design of Soft Finger
The design of the soft finger we have developed relates the bone and skin, parameter tuning of skin. According to human hand shown in Fig. 2 , the soft finger consists of bone and skin, which are made of hard and soft body, respectively. If all components of the finger would be made of soft body, the finger can not sustain mass of object. Thus, the soft finger is made of bone and skin, and the bone is made of hard body and the skin of soft body. We use BP to realize the specification described above, it provides useful library to develop rigid and soft body. The developed soft finger base on the idea is shown in Fig. 6 .
In the design of soft finger with BP, many kinds of parameters to characterize finger's hardness, damping, dnyamic friction and so on should be defined. A part of them is shown in Table 1 . To identify the parameters, we investigated that human hand played the bar spinning as a dexterous manipulation with the high-speed camera (Fig. 7) .
However, the effective guide to define the parameters in a rigorous manner have not been revealed, so a guide in heuristic approach to define them through experimental, which uses a rigid bar (as bone ) with soft film (as skin) and a metal bar for bar spinning (Fig. 8) , is introduced.
As shown in Fig. 8 , a model of soft finger is consists of a rigid bar (pseudo bone) covered with soft film (pseudo skin). On the film, lattice pattern is printed to investigate the deformation, which is regarded as similar phenomenon to skin. A heavy bar is placed horaizontally on the finger, and is slightly leaned, then the bar starts rotating for a while. During the rotation, the deformation affected by the bar is investigated by observing the lattice pattern ( figure  8 ). The parameters in Table 1 is heuristically tuned so as to shows the approximate phenomenon of figure 8 . Here, BP has not been ready for callback function to detect collision. So, we have developed callback function, which can detect collision, to be suitable for the library of BP. The function is implemented in the soft finger, then the contact area on soft finger (surface of finger) for object is detectable and the reaction force occuring on the contact area is able to be estimated.
Simulation
This section demonstrates the bar spinning around horizontal axis which is more difficult operation than the usual bar spinning around vertical axis expalined before.
Figs.9 and 10 show the bar length and the force relations according to rotation respectively, and point contact on C i (i = 1, 2, 3).
In Fig.9 , the initial condition for the length L l (t) and L r (t) are defined by
where L l (t) and L r (t) represent the length the center of finger to left edge and right edge, respectively. Assuming no slipping between finger and bar, as time goes by, L l (t) becomes shorter and L r (t) longer such as Figure 9 . Bar length according to vertical rotation
2 ) Figure 10 . Weights and forces according to rotation Thus, the moment of inertia of bar increase as the rotation proceeds, that is bar will be hard to rotate. To avoid it, it is found that the long length bar is used since the moment of inertia hardly changes.
In Fig.10 , G l (t) and G r (t) represent the center of gravity for left and right side of finger, respectively. f l (t) and f r (t) represent weight at G l (t) and G r (t). As shown in Fig.10 , the weight f l (t) becomes larger as the bar rotates. This means that the bar attached on the finger become easy to fall. Consequently, it is found that a successful bar spinning requires sufficient angular velocity. To confirm it, the vertical rotation of bar spinning is examined with hard finger, the successful simulation is shown in Fig.11 . On the other hand, the soft hand is deformed by the pressure of rotating bar as shown in Fig.12 . Since the deformation reduces the rotating energy, the smooth rotation in the case of soft finger is less than that in the case of hard finger. However, the further analytical consideration is hard, we investigate phenomenon of duformation on contact surface through simulations. Using the function of callback function, the simulation result of bar spinning is shown in Fig. 13 in which the arrow shows reaction force.
From the simulation results, a number the reaction force vector occured and they make the spinning hard. This means, as described in Fig.12 , the spinning energy is absorbed into deforming work on finger skin. Furthermore, Fig.13 shows that a number of reaction force distribution is observed and much work of deformation is spent. This is why the bar hardly spin.
Conclusion
This paper describes development of a soft finger of digital hand to investigate distributed force field in dexterous manipulation. The novel functions are the visible force distribution and real time operation according to human hand motion. The bar spinning is adopted as a texterous manipulation and investigated from view points of dynamics and simulations.
We considered two cases of bar spinning, horizontal rotation and vertical rotation. The former is common operation, and the latter does not appear in regular bar spinning and is more difficult operation than the former's. The horizontal rotation successes on hard hand and the force distribution is observed very well. From the observation, it is found that the force distribusion does not equilibrium as bar rotating. On the vertival rotaion case, the bar hardly rotates since the deformation of soft skin waste the rotation energy. This is observed with the visual force distribution. The completed digital hand with five fingers made of soft body has been developing, and its dexterous operation for comlicated shape of object will be shown.
We are devoloping the advanced hand model which have five soft fingers, the simulation will be shown in the 
